
PLOT STRUCTURE FOR NARRATIVE ESSAY

Narrative structure, also referred to as a storyline or plotline, describes the framework of how one tells a story. It's how a
book is organized and how the plot is.

You must prove this with pieces of textual evidence taken from the work in question. Narratives, as stories,
should include these story conventions: a plot, including setting and characters; a climax; and an ending. What
to Write About? Background information which may change the reader's attitude to characters or even to the
meaning of your idea has to be also provided. Yet sometimes they are so fused with other memories that a lot
of the time spent in writing narrative is in the prewriting stage. In the introduction, you should hook a reader
and make them read the rest of your essay. After every climax, there comes the resolution good or bad. How
does the character characters deal with these problems? Who are they and what are they trying to achieve?
This is the part where you write how everything resolved. It is usually filled with details that are carefully
selected to explain, support, or embellish the story. These details should create a unified, forceful effect, a
dominant impression. Which is most appealing to you? When writing a short story, you get to include all sorts
of personality traits to develop your character. Most characters have a mission to accomplish, often it is
finding, saving, or creating something or someone. The main character should interact with others and their
environment, and these things should shape your character in some way. Break the plot into either traditional
structure noting places where the plot deviates from traditional structure or as one would in feminist plot
analysis. Find plenty of templates to work from or just start with a blank canvas. A narrative report leaves
aside a discussion that puts the events of the text into the context of what the text is about. Explain the
movement of action versus suspense.


